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This exercise in class is about the conditional statement and random numbers. Work on it 

individually or in pairs to get much out of it. We will be available for advice. 

Open the Examples – Basics – Control – Conditionals1  sketch. 

Save it under a name you choose. Where does it go? Close the sketch and open your own 

version (from the sketchbook). 

Change the heading so that it better fits what the sketch will be doing after you have 

changed it. (For this, you will first have to read on.) Draw a boundary around your heading. 

 

Set the size to 400 by 400. In the sequel, don’t work with these absolute numbers. Use system 

variables height and width instead. 

Introduce two new variables yUp and yDown. They are to control the random choice of the 

endpoint of the shorter lines. Those lines must start at location (i, 40) as before. But they 

extend downwards to the point (i, y) where the value of y is chosen at random between 50% 

and 80% of height. 

Introduce this change and execute your sketch several times. 

 

Continue by defining parameters gLong and gShort for the grey values of the lines. Also 

parameters sShort and sLong for the strokeweights. Change the sketch accordingly and run it 

several times. 

 

Finally introduce a statement that saves the result of running the sketch. Make use of the Help 

function to find out how to do this. Where do you find your stored image again? What could 

you do to save all of them? 

 

 

 


